The Daya Bay experiment is designed to measure electron antineutrino oscillations at small distances (~2km) from the reactors. Such oscillations require a non-zero value of the element |U e3 | of the PMNS mixing matrix. When|U e3 |≠0 then it might be a complex number and be the source of CP violaƟon in neutrino physics.
Expected amplitude of oscillations is few % -High reactor power and detector mass is needed to collect enough data -Far/Near detectors configuration and large overburden significantly reduce systematic uncertainties and backgrounds 
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Reactors related uncertainties Detectors related uncertainties
Thanks to far/near detectors configuration it contributes only by ~0.04% to the resulting uncertainty. M n : measured rates in each detector. Weights α i ,β i : determined from baselines and reactor fluxes, no oscillations assumed.
Antineutrino rate comparison
Unambiguous observation (7.7 σ) antineutrino deficit at the far site! The disagreement of the spectra in far and near hall provides further evidence of neutrino oscillation. The ratio of the spectra is consistent with the best-fit oscillation solution of obtained from the rate-only analysis.
Currently the result is only from rate analysis! sin 2 2θ 13 = 0.089 ± 0.010 (stat) ± 0.005 (syst)
presented here was reported in Neutrino 2012 and published in CPC.
-To date it is the most precise result of all θ 13 measurements in terms of both statistical (*) and systematic uncertainties.
(*) At NuTel workshop in March 2013, the RENO collaboration has reported a new result on sin 2 2θ 13 = 0.100 ± 0.010 (stat) ± 0.015 (syst) with the same value of the statistical error of 0.010 as that of the Daya Bay result.
-Relatively large value of θ 13 opens the possibility to check the CP invariance in neutrino oscillation experiments.
-Rate and shape analysis of the full Daya Bay data set taken with 6 detectors is in preparation.
-In October 2012 the Daya Bay Experiment has been completed by two remaining detectors and started to take data.
-In 3 years the Daya Bay Experiment will measure the value of sin 2 2θ 13 with ~4% precision.
-Large statistics of data will permit other analyses such as precise measurement of the reactor antineutrino flux and spectrum, measurement of the value of ∆m 2 ee with the precision close to 4% and others.
